Abstract—The vast information available in the web data is mostly inaccessible for blind and visually impaired since most information retrieval systems do not cater to their needs. The retrieval of the relevant information from multiple web documents in a synoptic form can be highly beneficial. A system with speech user interface for information retrieval of web-data in summarized form was developed. The system is speaker-independent and uses a domain specific language model. Query is formulated based on user’s input which can be either in text or in voice form. The query is processed by a search engine, like Google, and a fixed number of relevant web documents are parsed and the textual content is extracted from them. This textual content is summarized and its corresponding speech along with the text is presented to the user. Through this method an enhanced solution which offers a natural and user-friendly way of communication for visually-impaired people is intended. The system is easy to be implemented in real time and its functioning is simple as compared to other existing systems.

Index Terms — Information Retrieval, Synoptic, Visually Impaired.

I. INTRODUCTION

Blindness is an obstacle that is not even comprehensible for the non-blind. Many day-to-day activities may become challenging, complicated and may require much more effort than one can imagine. Visual handicap includes albinism, cataracts, macular degeneration, glaucoma, optic nerve damage, optic atrophy, retinopathy, retinitis pigmentosa, retinal detachment, eye poor development, etc. The main obstacle for them to use computer systems is that they cannot see clearly or cannot see the screen at all so it becomes very difficult to get visual information and do decisions [1]. There are 314 million of visually impaired in the world. Of the 314 million, 45 million are blind, 124 million have low vision and 145 million have uncorrected refractive errors [3].

With the massive availability of information and development of technology, visually handicapped have a pressing need to have access to this information and make up for their physical shortcomings to compete with the rest of the world. Existing software systems are intended for normal people and even for people with physical or mental handicap, but in most cases maybe incompatible for the visually impaired [1]. The reason is extensive dependence on graphical user interface and very less accessibility options like speech. Over the past ten years a lot of effort has been put into the development of automatic text-to-speech and speech-recognition systems. Spoken language dialog systems and related technology offers a natural and user-friendly way of communication. Going one step further, true usability with these technologies must be considered very early in the design process.

The communication goal can be achieved faster and they offer access to large text corpora via modern technical equipment (over computer networks, scanners, etc.) and have a relatively low price. Speech synthesizer and screen reader software still represent basic functionalities that are used by the visually impaired to obtain information by means of a computer. Thus, a voice-driven text-to-speech dialog system is presented.

A. Motivation

1) Visually impaired should be able to access and interact with the computer as a normal person.

2) General IR systems tend to assume visual capabilities. Studies concentrate more on the information needs of visually impaired people and not on how to modify the interfaces to cater to their needs.

3) Visually impaired should be able to access the system using voice commands. To find documents relevant to the information need from a large document set and by tracing the system context information using an efficient speech recognizer.

4) Visually impaired people should be able to retrieve the information from the Internet. Thus problems with HTML and other technological challenges should be dealt.

5) Building a high quality text to speech synthesis system for the visually impaired that should ensure the real-time response of the system.
6) The retrieval of the information in summarized form from multiple documents foster easy searching facility.

B. Objective
1) The system can be learned, used and controlled easily, have simple operations and accurate timely feedback based on the characteristics of visually impaired people.
2) The system responds to speech commands, which allows enhancement of the quality of the interactions between visually impaired users and the platform.
3) The user will be guided through the system, using audio instructions. The user can choose various options in the system, with the help of speech inputs, thus focus on the state-of-art spoken language.
4) Transformation of GUI to SUI – The major goal is to enable speech access to the system, developing a SUI (Speech User Interface) from the existing graphical interfaces. The evolution of our SUI design shows a clear trend towards interpersonal conversational style and away from graphical techniques.
5) Ability to access the information from the World Wide Web from multiple documents in a summarized form.
6) The system should take in advantage of freely available open source efficient speech recognizer, synthesizer and content extractor.

II. LITERATURE SURVEY

System for visually impaired people differs from conventional system in operation mode, operation methods, process control, information tips and information feedback [1]. The older Braille coding of texts is still a common aid but this type of coding requires special editions of written corpora or special additional hardware components when used with computers. Thus the solution is relatively costly and requires special skills from the user [4]. Braille printers are available for those who can read Braille. This technology is hardware intensive and expensive. Besides one of the major problems that the visually impaired people face is understanding visual and text form in the Internet which are not in braille form. The use of shortcut keys, speech recognizers (like IBM’s ViaVoice or Sphinx), synthetic speech systems (like IBM’s text-to-speech or FreeTTS) caters mostly to their needs as an user interface.

Other common technology for people with visual disabilities includes magnification programs, screen readers, Optical Character Recognition (OCR) and note-takers. These systems provide an effective interface for the visually impaired but they don’t focus on how the varied forms of available data can be summarized or extracted so that the users are presented with only the relevant information. The following are few of the systems which are commonly used:

1. **Vinux** is a remastered version of Ubuntu 10.10 with screen reader and Braille display support which is optimized for the needs of blind and partially sighted people. By default it provides three screen-readers, two full-screen magnifiers, global font-size and color changing facilities as well as support for USB Braille displays.
2. **K-NFB Reading Mobile** and **Text Scout** are reading assistants for mobile phones that uses the camera to capture and scan text to produce the speech output for the user [2]. This technology is compatible only with few high-end phones which is not affordable to a large set of people who are blind.
3. **Brookes Talk** is a small speech output browser which is independent of visual browsers and also independent of text to speech software applications as it uses Microsoft speech technology [8]. It includes the functionality of a standard Web browser for the blind such as pwWeb-Speak in that it can break up the text part of a web page into headings and links and read out paragraphs etc. However the main aim is to provide a search and orientation tool for blind users in the form of a virtual toolbar of functions that will provide different synopses of a web page to help the user decide whether it will be useful to them or not.
4. **Reading Aid for Visually Impaired (RAVI)** enables the visually impaired should be able to access computers in their native language (Indian languages) with the aid of Multi-Linguual screen reader [9]. It invokes the right TTS system and ensures real-time response of the system.

III. IMPLEMENTATION

The system is designed in such a way that it would guide and instruct visually impaired users to accomplish their task of searching the words from the information source - World Wide Web. The system uses various modules, for Speech Recognition, Query Processing, Content Extraction, Summarization and Speech Synthesis. The system allows both textual input as well as speech input for formulating the query. The flow diagram of the entire system is shown in Figure 1.

A. Automatic Speech Recognition

For inputting by speech, the use of Sphinx 4 which enables a flexible, modular and pluggable framework for Speech Recognition which takes audio input, live from a microphone produces word text as output. This tool employs an HMM (Hidden Markov Model) based ASR system which is speaker independent and language model dependent. Language model uses the Java Speech API Grammar Format (JSGF) [11] which provides a way of specifying what words can be used and how. Since the tool Sphinx 4 uses a domain specific language model, JSGF for Computer Science domain has been constructed with 25 keywords. The grammar for the specified model is shown below.
grammar hello;

public <greet> = (Data structure | Java
| Compiler | Computer network |
Software engineering | Data base
Operating system | Data mining
Computer architecture | Anti virus
Blue tooth | E commerce | Fuzzy logic
Grid computing | Internet | Mainframe
Server | Reboot | System programming
Thin client | Virtual memory | Web services
Batch process | Logic gate | Hard disk );

The system uses a dynamic dictionary (cmudict.06d) [11] that contains the words and their transcriptions available for recognition. On running the Sphinx4 the uttered words from the domain are mapped to their corresponding phoneme sequences. This phoneme sequence are then used in creating HMMs for search graph processing and thus produces the word output for the corresponding voice input.

B. Query Processing System

The system is developed in such a way that it can accept both text and voice input by an efficient threading and switching mechanism. There is a choice to select the text tab otherwise the voice input is invoked by default. Through the voice input the user is allowed to utter the domain specific words presented in the grammar of Sphinx. The text output generated is then passed to the Google search engine to extract the links associated with the keywords. At any time the text input tab can be activated and the words typed is directly passed to the content retrieval system.

C. Content Extraction

The system uses the url of the top four relevant links obtained from the search engine. Boilerpipe library [12] is employed for content extraction which provides algorithms to detect and remove the surplus "clutter" (boilerplate, templates) around the main textual content of a web page. This Java library adopts Shallow Text Features using article extraction that examine web documents at text block level. The text content for the four websites are written and concatenated to a single file for summarization.

D. Summarization

The efficiency of the retrieval mechanism from the web, can be improved by summarizing the contents obtained by means of an intelligent summarizer called ISummarizer in Classifier4J library which is a Java library designed to do text classification. It comes with an implementation of a Bayesian classifier. The input is a string of text and the number of lines that can be summarized to. The summarizer has the following steps

- Preprocessing (Stemming, removing stop-words etc).
- Sorting unique words by popularity in the text.
- Splitting the original text on sentence boundaries.
- Including each sentence that first mentions the next most popular word, until the summary is the maximum length requested. So obtained text output is presented to the user.

E. Speech Synthesis System

The most important component of the whole system is the speech synthesis that provides for the artificial production of human speech. The speech synthesizer used here is Free text-to-speech system (Free TTS) which converts normal language text into speech. They render symbolic linguistic representations like phonetic transcriptions for its conversion. At the final output stage the summarized text document is converted into audio file that is played with effective speech for listening.

IV. Results

An information retrieval system can be evaluated in several dimensions including accuracy, efficiency and overall utility. So far, in an information retrieval system, the evaluation has been more focused on accuracy, which is arguably the most important aspect of performance. They can be seen as extended versions of accuracy, a simple metric that computes the fraction of instances for which the correct result is returned. But for the voice-driven text to speech system the evaluation focuses mainly on the performance of the speech recognition speech synthesis content extractor and summarizing tool.
The focus of this evaluation is to analyze the tool Sphinx 4 for recognizing an isolated distinct word from a known set of distinct words. Here for computer science domain, set of twenty five distinct words was considered as speech units. Table 1 gives the results of the speech recognition subsystem. The system was tested with 10 users belonging to different ages and genders. The identification accuracy of the words of the system for 10 users is found to be 89.6%.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total No. of Utterances</th>
<th>250</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total Correct Matching</td>
<td>224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Wrong Matching</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>89.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A noise free environment with a limited vocabulary is the two major requirements of Sphinx4 to obtain a higher accuracy. Extracting content using Boilerpipe is very fast (milliseconds). It just needs the input document (no global or site-level information required) and is usually quite accurate.

The intelligent summarizer in Classifier4J library provides for an efficient and accurate method for text summarization. The performance of this system mainly depends on the string input and the requested number of lines needed for summarization. In this system, text content of four web documents is selected as string input with ten lines requested to achieve for greater accuracy.

The FreeTTS Software provides high converting speed and economy of hard disk space. Text content speaker can be used to read the documents in pace with clear and natural sounding voice.

V. CONCLUSION

The system aims at effective and quality optimized implementation of an information retrieval system for people with visual impairments which uses the benefits of Internet to access the information via modern technical software’s. The development of this system, which recognizes the voice and text input, invoke a search engine for the processed query, efficiently extracted the contents from the information source in summarized form and finally provided with a speech interface for the corresponding text output. Overall the system has met the objectives and it is hoped that this system will benefit the visually impaired users in retrieving the information in a more user-friendly way.

VI. FUTURE WORK

Due to the changes in life stages through the advancement of modern technology, the need to access the information retrieval system is likely to change. This change should also be reflected to the visually impaired. The future enhancements that could be made to this system are:

1. Improvements in the sense of more accurate and robust speech recognition that can incorporate a larger dynamic spoken command grammar that enables the system to recognize all the spoken words.
2. System should evolve towards a specialized web browser with a mouse-driven text-to-speech screen reader and a voice driven dialogue manager.
3. The system should also provide more language preferences for users, so that the most commonly used
and spoken languages could be provided in the system, which will ease the process of communication.

4. The system can be made secure by authenticating using voice parameters or by making use of user’s facial features for changing the contents of the information source.
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